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Abstract1

Neural algorithmic reasoning studies the problem of learning classical algorithms2

with neural networks, especially with a focus on graph architectures. A recent3

proposal, XLVIN, reaps the benefits of using a graph neural network that simulates4

value iteration algorithm in deep reinforcement learning agents. It allows model-5

free planning without access to privileged information of the environment, which6

is usually unavailable. However, XLVIN only supports discrete action spaces, and7

is hence nontrivially applicable to most tasks of real-world interest. We expand8

XLVIN to continuous action spaces by discretization, and evaluate several selective9

expansion policies to deal with the large planning graphs. Our proposal, CNAP,10

demonstrates how neural algorithmic reasoning can make a measurable impact in11

higher-dimensional continuous control settings, such as MuJoCo, bringing gains in12

low-data settings and outperforming model-free baselines.13

1 Introduction14

Graph Neural Networks (GNNs) [1–3] have recently attracted attention in performing algorithmic15

reasoning tasks [4]. Due to the close algorithmic alignment, GNNs were proven to bring better sample16

efficiency and generalization ability [5, 6] on learning classical algorithms, such as shortest-path17

and spanning-tree. There have been a number of other successful applications, covering a range of18

problems such as bipartite matching [7], min-cut problem [8], and Travelling Salesman Problem [9].19

We look at the application of using a GNN that simulates value iteration algorithm [10] in Rein-20

forcement Learning (RL) problems. Value iteration [11] is a dynamic programming algorithm that21

guarantees to provide an optimal solution, but it is inhibited by the requirement of tabulated inputs.22

Earlier works [12–16] introduced value iteration as an inductive bias to facilitate RL agents to perform23

implicit planning, but were found to suffer from an algorithmic bottleneck [17]. Conversely, eXecuted24

Latent Value Iteration Net (XLVIN) [17] was proposed to leverage a value-iteration-behaving GNN25

[10] by adopting the neural algorithmic framework [4]. XLVIN is able to learn under a low-data26

regime, tackling the algorithmic bottleneck suffered by other implicit planners.27

So far, XLVIN only applies to environments with small, discrete action spaces. The difficulty of a28

continuous action space comes from the infinite pool of action spaces. Furthermore, XLVIN builds a29

planning graph, over which the pre-trained GNN can simulate value iteration. The construction of30

the planning graph requires an enumeration of the action space – starting from the current state and31

expanding for a number of hops equal to the planning horizon. The graph size quickly explodes as32

the dimensionality of the action space increases, preventing XLVIN from more complex problems.33

Nevertheless, continuous control is of significant importance, as most simulation or robotics control34

tasks [18] have continuous action spaces by design. High complexity also naturally arises as the prob-35

lem moves towards more powerful real-world domains. To extend such an agent powered by neural36

algorithmic reasoning to complex, continuous control problems, we propose Continuous Neural37

Algorithmic Planner (CNAP). It generalizes XLVIN to continuous action spaces by discretizing38

them through binning. Moreover, CNAP handles the large planning graph by following a sampling39

policy that carefully selects actions during the neighbor expansion stage.40

Beyond extending the XLVIN model, our work also opens up the discussion on handling large state41

spaces in neural algorithmic reasoning. The main motivation for using GNNs to learn algorithms42
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comes from the benefit of breaking the input constraints of classical algorithms and handling raw43

input data directly with neural networks. Therefore, the large state space problem goes beyond the44

RL context as we move to apply GNNs with algorithmic reasoning power to other tasks.45

In this paper, we confirm the feasibility of CNAP on a continuous relaxation of a classical low-46

dimensional control task, where we can still fully expand all of the binned actions after discretization.47

Then, we apply CNAP to general MuJoCo [19] environments with complex continuous dynamics,48

where expanding the planning graph by taking all actions is impossible. By expanding the application49

scope from simple discrete control to complex continuous control, we show that such an intelligent50

agent with algorithmic reasoning power can be applied to tasks with more real-world interests.51

2 Background52

2.1 Markov Decision Process (MDP)53

A reinforcement learning problem can be formally described using the MDP framework. At each time54

step t ∈ {0, 1, ..., T}, the agent performs an action at ∈ A given the current state st ∈ S . This spawns55

a transition into a new state st+1 ∈ S according to the transition probability p(st+1|st, at), and56

produces a reward rt = r(st, at). A policy π(at|st) guides an agent by specifying the probability of57

choosing an action at given a state st. The trajectory τ is the sequence of actions and states the agents58

took (s0, a0, ..., sT , aT ). We define the infinite horizon discounted return as R(τ) =
∑∞

t=0 γ
trt,59

where γ ∈ [0, 1] is the discount factor. The goal of an agent is to maximize the overall return by60

finding the optimal policy π∗ = argmaxπEτ∼π[R(τ)]. We can measure the desirability of a state s61

using the state-value function V ∗(s) = Eτ∼π∗ [R(τ)|st = s].62

2.2 Value Iteration63

Value iteration is a dynamic programming algorithm that computes the optimal policy’s value function64

given a tabulated MDP that perfectly describes the environment. It randomly initializes V ∗(s) and65

iteratively updates the value function of each state s using the Bellman optimality equation [11]:66

V ∗
i+1(s) = max

a∈A
{r(s, a) + γ

∑
s′∈S

p(s′|s, a)V ∗
t (s

′)} (1)

and we can extract the optimal policy using:67

π∗(s) = argmax
a∈A

{r(s, a) + γ
∑
s′∈S

p(s′|s, a)V ∗(s′)} (2)

2.3 Message-Passing GNN (MPNN)68

Graph Neural Networks (GNNs) generalize traditional deep learning techniques onto graph-structured69

data [20][21]. A message-passing GNN [2] iteratively updates its node feature h⃗s by aggregating70

messages from its neighboring nodes. At each timestep t, a message can be computed between71

each connected pair of nodes via a message function M (⃗ht
s, h⃗

t
s′ , e⃗s′→s), where e⃗s′→s is the edge72

feature. A node receives messages from all its connected neighbors N (s) and aggregates them via a73

permutation-invariant operator
⊕

that produces the same output regardless of the spatial permutation74

of the inputs. The aggregated message m⃗t
s of a node s can be formulated as:75

m⃗t
s =

⊕
s′∈N (s)

M (⃗ht
s, h⃗

t
s′ , e⃗s′→s) (3)

The node feature h⃗t
s is then transformed via an update function U :76

h⃗t+1
s = U (⃗ht

s, m⃗
t
s) (4)

2.4 Neural Algorithmic Reasoning77

A dynamic programming (DP) algorithm breaks down the problem into smaller sub-problems, and78

recursively computes the optimal solutions. DP algorithm has a general form:79

Answer[k + 1][i] = DP-Update({Answer[k][j]}, j = 1...n) (5)
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We can interpret GNN process as DP algorithms [5] by aligning GNN’s message-passing step with80

DP’s update step. Let k be the current iteration, and i be the node. A GNN node aggregates messages81

m⃗k
i from its neighbors and updates its node representation to h⃗k+1

i . Similarly, a DP algorithm82

aggregates answers from sub-problems Answer[k][j], then updates its own Answer[k + 1][i]. The83

alignment can thus be seen from mapping GNN’s node representation h⃗k
i to Answer[k][i], and GNN’s84

aggregation function to DP-Update.85

Previous work [5] proved that GNN could simulate DP algorithms with better sample efficiency and86

generalization due to their close alignment. Furthermore, [6] showed that learning the individual steps87

of graph algorithms using GNNs brings generalization benefits. Results from [6][10] also showed88

that MPNN with max aggregator had the best performance among a range of GNN models.89

3 Related Work90

3.1 Continuous action space91

A common technique for dealing with continuous control problems is to discretize the action space,92

converting them into discrete control problems. However, discretization leads to an explosion in93

action space. [22] proposed to use a policy with factorized distribution across action dimensions,94

and proved it effective on high-dimensional complex tasks with on-policy optimization algorithms.95

Moreover, the explosion in action space also requires sampling when constructing the planning graph.96

Sampled MuZero [23] extended MuZero [24] with a sample-based policy based on parameter reuse97

for policy iteration algorithms. Our work differs in the way that the sampling policy should be aware98

of the algorithmic reasoning context. The actions sampled would directly participate in the Bellman99

optimality equation (Eq.1), and ideally should allow the pre-trained GNN to simulate value iteration100

optimally in each iteration step.101

3.2 Large-scale graphs102

Sampling modules [25] are introduced into GNN architectures to deal with large-scale graphs as103

a result of neighbor explosion from stacking multiple layers. The unrolling process to construct a104

planning graph requires node-level sampling. Previous work GraphSAGE [26] introduces a fixed size105

of node expansion procedure into GCN [1]. This is followed by PinSage [27], which uses a random-106

walk-based GCN to perform importance-based sampling. However, our work looks at sampling for107

implicit planning, where the importance of each node in sampling is more difficult to understand108

due to the lack of an exact description of the environment dynamics. Furthermore, sampling in a109

multi-dimensional action space also requires more careful thinking in the decision-making process.110

4 Architecture111

Our architecture uses XLVIN as a starting point, which we introduce first. This is followed by a112

discussion of the challenges that arise from extending XLVIN to a continuous action space and the113

approaches we proposed to address them.114

4.1 XLVIN modules115

Given the observation space S and the action space A, we let the dimension of state embeddings in116

the latent space be k. The XLVIN architecture can be broken down into four modules:117

Encoder (z : S → Rk): A 3-layer MLP which encodes the raw observation from the environment118

s ∈ S, to a state embedding h⃗s = z(s) in the latent space.119

Transition (T : Rk×A → Rk): A 3-layer MLP with layer norm taken before the last layer that takes120

two inputs: the state embedding of an observation z(s) ∈ Rk, and an action a ∈ A. It predicts the121

next state embedding z(s′) ∈ R, where s′ is the next state transitioned into when the agent performed122

an action a under current state s.123

Executor (X : Rk×R|A|×k → Rk): A message-passing GNN pre-trained to simulate each individual124

step of the value iteration algorithm following the set-up in [10]. Given the current state embedding125

h⃗s, a graph is constructed by enumerating all possible actions a ∈ A as edges to expand, and then126
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Figure 1: XLVIN modules

using the Transition module to predict the next state embeddings as neighbors N (⃗hs). Finally, the127

Executor output is an updated state embedding X⃗s = X (⃗hs,N (⃗hs)).128

Policy and Value (P : Rk × Rk → [0, 1]|A| and V : Rk × Rk → R): The Policy module is a linear129

layer that takes the outputs from the Encoder and Executor, i.e. the state embedding h⃗s and the130

updated state embedding X⃗s, and produces a categorical distribution corresponding to the estimated131

policy, P (⃗hs, X⃗s). The Tail module is also a linear layer that takes the same inputs and produces the132

estimated state-value function, V (⃗hs, X⃗s).133

The training procedure follows the XLVIN paper [17], and Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO)134

[28] is used to train the model, apart from the Executor. We use the PPO implementation and135

hyperparameters by [29]. The Executor is pre-trained as shown in [10] and directly plugged in.136

4.2 Limitations of XLVIN137

Discrete control: XLVIN agents can only choose an action from a discrete set, such as pushing left138

or right, but not from a continuous range, such as pushing with a magnitude in the range of [0, 1].139

Small action space: XLVIN is limited by a small size of the action space, while complex control140

problems come with large action spaces. More importantly, as dimensionality increases, the action141

space experiences an explosion in size. Take an example of a 3-dimensional robotic dog that operates142

its 6 joints simultaneously. If we discretize the action space into 10 bins in each dimension, this leads143

to an explosion in action space to a size of 106
3

, which exceeds the average computation capacity.144

4.3 Discretization of the continuous action space145

Assume the continuous action space A has D dimensions, we discretize each dimension Ai into N146

evenly spaced actions {a1i , a2i , ..., aNi } via binning. However, the discretization of a multi-dimensional147

continuous action space leads to a combinatorial explosion in action space size. There are two148

architectural bottlenecks in XLVIN that require an enumeration of all actions, limiting its ability to149

handle such a large action space.150

The first bottleneck: The policy layer computes the probability of choosing each action given the151

current state, resulting in a layer dimension of ND. We chose to use a factorized joint policy in152

Section 4.4, which reduces the dimension down to N ∗D.153

The second bottleneck: A planning graph is constructed for the pre-trained GNN to simulate value154

iteration behavior. Given the current state as a node, we enumerate the action space for neighbor155

expansion, leading to ND edges per node. We proposed to use a neighbor sampling policy in Section156

4.5 that samples a much smaller number of actions K ≪ ND during neighbor expansion.157
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(a) (b)

Figure 2: (a) Factorized joint policy on an action space with dimension of two. (b) Neighbor
sampling methods when constructing the planning graph in Executor.

4.4 Factorized joint policy158

A naive policy layer π∗ = p(⃗a|s) produces a categorical distribution with ND logits. To overcome159

the first bottleneck, we follow a factorized joint policy proposed in [22]:160

π∗(⃗a|s) =
D∏
i=1

π∗
i (ai|s) (6)

As illustrated in Figure 2(a), a factorized joint policy P (⃗hs, X⃗s) is a linear layer with an output161

dimension of N ∗D. Each policy π∗
i (ai|s) indicates the probability of choosing an action ai ∈ Ai162

in the ith dimension, where |Ai| = N . This reduces the exponential explosion of action space due163

to increased dimensionality down to linear. Note there is a trade-off in the choice of N , as a larger164

number of action bins retains more information from the continuous action space, but it also implies165

larger graphs and hence computation costs. We provide an ablation study in evaluation on the impact166

of this choice.167

4.5 Neighbor sampling methods168

As illustrated in Figure 2(b), the second bottleneck occurs when constructing a graph to execute the169

pre-trained GNN. Starting from the current state node h⃗s, we enumerate all possible actions a⃗i ∈ |A|170

to connect neighbors via h⃗(s) a⃗i−→ h⃗(s′i). As a result, each node has degree |A|, and graph size grows171

even faster as it expands deeper. We propose to use a neighbor sampling method so that we only172

expand a small subset of actions. However, the important question is which actions to select. Value173

iteration algorithm is a DP algorithm whose update rule is the Bellman optimality equation (Eq.1).174

The max aggregator iterates through the entire action space a ∈ A to ensure that we get the optimal175

solution at each iteration. Therefore, the graph constructed should allow our pre-trained GNN to176

predict optimally at each layer. It is thus critical that we can include the action that produces a good177

approximation of the state-value function in our sampling.178

Below, we propose four possible methods to sample K actions from A, where K ≪ |A| is a fixed179

number, under the context of value-iteration-based planning.180

4.5.1 Gaussian methods181

Gaussian distribution is a common baseline policy distribution for continuous action spaces, and it is182

straightforward to interpret. Furthermore, it discourages extreme actions while encouraging neutral183

ones with some level of continuity, which suits the requirement of many planning problems. We184

propose two variants of sampling policy based on Gaussian distribution.185

(a) Manual-Gaussian: A Gaussian distribution is used to randomly sample action values in each186

dimension ai ∈ Ai, which are stacked together as a final action vector a⃗ = [a0, ..., aD−1]
T ∈ A. We187

repeat for K times to sample a subset of K action vectors. We set the mean µ = N/2 and standard188

deviation σ = N/4, where N is the number of discrete action bins. These two parameters are chosen189
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to spread a reasonable distribution over [0, N − 1]. Outliers and non-integers are rounded to the190

nearest whole number within the range of [0, N − 1].191

(b) Learned-Gaussian: The two parameters manually chosen in the previous method pose a constraint192

on placing the median action in each dimension as the most likely. Here instead, two fully-connected193

linear layers are used to separately estimate the mean µ and standard deviation σ. They take the194

state embedding h⃗s from Encoder and output parameter estimations for each dimension. We use the195

reparameterization trick [30] to make the sampling differentiable.196

4.5.2 Parameter reuse197

Gaussian methods still restrain a fixed distribution on the sampling distribution, which may not198

necessarily fit. Previous work [23] studied the action sampling problem on policy evaluation and199

improvement. They reasoned that since the actions selected by the policy are expected to be more200

valuable, we can directly use the policy for sampling.201

(c) Reuse-Policy: We can reuse Policy layer P (⃗hs, X⃗s) to sample the actions when we expand the202

graph in Executor. This is equivalent to using the policy distribution π∗ = p(⃗a|s) as the neighbor203

sampling distribution. However, the second input X⃗s for Policy layer comes from Executor, which is204

not available at the time of constructing the graph. It is filled up by setting X⃗s = 0⃗ as placeholders.205

4.5.3 Learn to expand206

Lastly, we can also use a separate layer to learn the neighbor sampling distribution.207

(d) Learned-Sampling: This uses a fully-connected linear layer that consumes h⃗s and produces an208

output dimension of |N ·D|. It is expected to learn the optimal neighbor sampling distribution in a209

factorized joint manner, same as Figure 2(a). The outputs are logits for D categorical distributions,210

where we used Gumbel-Softmax [31] for differentiable sampling actions in each dimension, together211

producing a⃗ = [a1, ..., aD]T .212

Table 1: Summary of the four neighbor sampling policies on their pros & cons.
Manual-
Gaussian

(+) Sample-efficient as no
training is required.

(-) Gaussian distribution may not fit.
(-) Assume the median as the most likely.

Learned-
Gaussian

(+) More flexible choice of
distribution range.

(-) Gaussian distribution may not fit.
(-) More parameters requires more training.

Reuse-
Policy

(+) Parameter reuse.
(+) Policy distribution alignment.

(-) Misalignment in input format due to the
unavailability of X⃗s in Executor.

Learned-
Sampling (+) Dedicated distribution learning. (-) More parameters requires more training.

5 Results213

5.1 Classic Control214

To evaluate the performance of CNAP agents, we first ran the experiments on a relatively simple215

MountainCarContinuous-v0 environment from OpenAI Gym Classic Control suite [32], where the216

action space was one-dimensional. The training of the agent used PPO under 20 rollouts with 5217

training episodes each, so the training consumed 100 episodes in total.218

We compared two variants of CNAP agents: “CNAP-B” had its Executor pre-trained on a type of219

binary graph that aimed to simulate the bi-directional control of the car, and “CNAP-R” had its220

Executor pre-trained on random synthetic Erdős-Rényi graphs. In Table 2, we compared both CNAP221

agents against a “PPO Baseline” agent that consisted of only the Encoder and Policy/Tail modules.222

Both the CNAP agents outperformed the baseline agent for this environment, indicating the success223

of extending XLVIN onto continuous settings via binning.224
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Table 2: Mean rewards for MountainCarContinuous-v0 using PPO Baseline and two variants of
CNAP agents. All three agents ran on 10 action bins, and were trained on 100 episodes in total. Both
CNAP agents executed one step of value iteration. The reward was averaged over 100 episodes and
10 seeds.

Model MountainCarContinuous-v0
PPO Baseline -4.96 ± 1.24

CNAP-B 55.73 ± 45.10
CNAP-R 63.41 ± 37.89

5.1.1 Effect of GNN width and depth225

We then studied the effects of CNAP agents’ two hyperparameters. In Table 3, we varied the number226

of action bins into which the continuous action space was discretized. The results showed that 10227

action bins led to the best performance, suggesting the importance of balancing how much information228

we can sacrifice for discretization. On the other hand, a larger number of action bins results in a229

larger graph size, requiring more samples to train, hindering sample efficiency. We provide additional230

results on increasing the number of bins to 50 and 100 in Appendix A.1 which led to even worse231

results.232

In Table 4, we varied the number of GNN steps, corresponding to the number of steps we simulated233

in the value iteration algorithm. A degradation in performance is also observed, with 1 GNN step234

bringing the best performance. One possible reason was also how the number of training samples235

might also not be sufficient when given larger graph depths. Also, a deeper graph required repeatedly236

applying the Transition module, where the imprecision might add on, leading to inappropriate state237

embeddings and hence less desirable results.238

More ablation results on the combined effect of varying both the width and depth on CNAP-R can be239

found in Appendix A.2.240

Table 3: Mean rewards for MountainCarContinuous-v0 using Baseline and CNAP agents by varying
number of action bins, i.e., width of graph. The results were averaged over 100 episodes and 10
seeds.

Model Action Bins MountainCar-Continuous
PPO 5 -2.16 ± 1.25

10 -4.96 ± 1.24
15 -3.95 ± 0.77

CNAP-B 5 29.46 ± 57.57
10 55.73 ± 45.10
15 22.79 ± 41.24

CNAP-R 5 20.32 ± 53.13
10 63.41 ± 37.89
15 26.21 ± 46.44

Table 4: Mean rewards for MountainCarContinuous-v0 using CNAP agents by varying number of
GNN steps, i.e., depth of graph. The results were averaged over 100 episodes and 10 seeds.

Model GNN Steps MountainCar-Continuous
CNAP-B 1 55.73 ± 45.10

2 46.93 ± 44.13
3 40.58 ± 48.20

CNAP-R 1 63.41 ± 37.89
2 34.49 ± 47.77
3 43.61 ± 46.16

5.2 MuJoCo241

We then ran experiments on more complex environments from OpenAI Gym’s MuJoCo suite [19, 32]242

to evaluate how CNAPs could handle the high increase in scale. Unlike the Classic Control suite, the243
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MuJoCo environments have higher dimensions in both its observation and action spaces. We started244

by evaluating CNAP agents in two environments with relatively lower action dimensions, and then245

we moved on to two more environments with much higher dimensions. The discretization of the246

continuous action space also implied a combinatorial explosion in the action space, resulting in a247

large graph constructed for the GNN. We used the proposed factorized joint policy from Section 4.4248

and the neighbor sampling methods from Section 4.5 to address the limitations.249

5.2.1 On low-dimensional environments250

In Figure 3, we experimented with the four sampling methods discussed in Section 4.5 on Swimmer-251

v2 (action space dimension of 2) and HalfCheetah-v2 (action space dimension of 6). We chose252

to take the number of action bins N = 11 for all the experiments following [22], where the best253

performance on MuJoCo environments was obtained when 7 ≤ N ≤ 15. The number of neighbours254

to expand was set to K = 10, so that we could evaluate the four neighbour expansion policies when255

sampling a very small subset of actions. In all cases, CNAP outperformed the baseline in the final256

performances. Moreover, Manual-Gaussian and Reuse-Policy were the most promising sampling257

strategies as they also demonstrated faster learning, hence better sample efficiency. This pointed to258

the benefits of parameter reuse and the synergistic improvement between learning to act and learning259

to sample relevant neighbors, as well as the power of a well-chosen manual distribution. We also note260

that choosing a manual distribution can become non-trivial when the task becomes more complex,261

especially if choosing the average values for each dimension is not the most desirable. Our work acts262

as a proof-of-concept of sampling strategies and leaves the choice of parameters for future studies.263

Swimmer Swimmer Swimmer Swimmer

(a) Manual-Gaussian (b) Learned-Gaussian (c) Reuse-Policy (d) Learned-Sampling

HalfCheetah HalfCheetah HalfCheetah HalfCheetah

(e) Manual-Gaussian (f) Learned-Gaussian (g) Reuse-Policy (h) Learned-Sampling

Figure 3: Average rewards over time for CNAP (red) and PPO baseline (blue), in Swimmer (action
dimension=2) and Halfcheetah (action dimension=6), using different sampling methods. In Swimmer,
CNAP with sampling methods were compared with the original version by expanding all actions
(green). In (a)(e), the actions were sampled using Gaussian distribution with mean=N/2 and std=N/4,
where N was the number of action bins used to discretize the continuous action space. In (b)(f),
two linear layers were used to learn the mean and std, respectively. In (c)(g), the Policy layer was
reused in sampling actions to expand. In (d)(h), a separate linear layer was used to learn the optimal
neighbor sampling distribution. The mean rewards were averaged over 100 episodes, and the learning
curve was aggregated from 5 seeds.

5.2.2 On high-dimensional environments264

We then further evaluated the scalability of CNAP agents in more complex environments where265

the dimensionality of the action space was significantly larger, while retaining a relatively low-data266

regime (106 actor steps). In Figure 4, we compared all the previously proposed CNAP methods on267

two environments with highly complex dynamics, both having an action space dimension of 17. In268

the Humanoid task, all variants of CNAPs outperformed PPO, acquiring knowledge significantly269

faster.270
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Particularly, we found that nonparametric approaches to sampling the graph in CNAP (e.g. manual271

Gaussian and policy reuse) acquired this knowledge significantly faster than any other CNAP approach272

tested. This supplements our previous results well, and further testifies to the improved learning273

stability when the sampling process does not contain additional parameters to optimise.274

We also evaluated all of the methods considered against PPO on the HumanoidStandup task, with275

all methods learning to sit up, and no apparent distinction in the rate of acquisition. However, we276

provide some qualitative evidence that the solution found by CNAP appears to be more robust in the277

way this knowledge acquired—see Appendix A.3.278

Figure 4: Average rewards over time for CNAP (red) and PPO baseline (blue), in Humanoid (action
dimension=17) and HumanoidStandup (action dimension=17), using the four sampling methods.

5.2.3 Qualitative interpretation279

We also captured the video recordings of the interactions between the agents and the environments280

to provide a qualitative interpretation to the results above. We chose to look at the selected frames281

(Appendix A.3) at equal time intervals from one episode after the last training iteration by CNAP282

(Manual-Gaussian) and PPO Baseline, respectively.283

In HalfCheetah task, the agent instructed by PPO Baseline fell over quickly and never managed to284

turn it back. However, CNAP’s agent could balance well and kept running forward. This observation285

could support the higher average episodic rewards gained by CNAP agents than by PPO Baseline in286

Figure 3. Similarly for Humanoid task, PPO Baseline’s humanoid stayed stationary and lost balance287

quickly, while CNAP’s humanoid could walk forward in small steps. This observation aligned with288

the results in Figure 4 where the gain from CNAP was significant. In addition, we note that, although289

quantitatively CNAP agent did not differentiate from PPO Baseline in HumanoidStandup task as290

shown in Figure 4, for the trajectories we observed, it successfully remained in a sitting position,291

while the PPO Baseline fell quickly.292

6 Conclusion293

We present CNAP, a method that generalizes implicit planners to continuous action spaces for the first294

time. In particular, we study implicit planners based on neural algorithmic reasoners and the unstudied295

implications of not having precise alignment between the learned graph algorithm and the setup296

where the executor is applied. To deal with the challenges in building the planning tree, as a result of297

the continuous, high-dimensional nature of the action space, we combine previous advancements in298

XLVIN with binning, as well as parametric and non-parametric neighbor sampling strategies. We299

evaluate the agent against its model-free variant, observing its efficiency in low-data settings and300

consistently better performance than the baseline. Moreover, this paves the way for extending other301

implicit planners to continuous action spaces and studying neural algorithmic reasoning beyond strict302

applications of graph algorithms.303
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A Appendix394

A.1 Even larger number of action bins395

In Table 5, we increase the number of action bins to even larger numbers of 50 and 100, where a396

further degradation is observed. More action bins results in a larger graph that requires more training397

samples to be consumed, which compromises the sample efficiency.398

Table 5: Mean rewards for MountainCarContinuous-v0 using CNAP-R with 1 GNN step by varying
number of action bins (width of graph). The results were averaged over 100 episodes and 10 seeds.

Number of action bins MountainCar-Continuous
10 63.41 ± 37.89
50 -8.88 ± 1.13

100 -13.50 ± 1.60
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A.2 Combined effect of varying width and depth of GNN399

We show the combined effects of varying the number of GNN steps and action bins of the graph in400

Table 6. We observe that within each row, an appropriate number of action bins such as 10 obtains401

sufficient information from discretization. Within each column, a smaller GNN step of 1 is generally402

more preferrable.403

Table 6: Mean rewards for MountainCarContinuous-v0 using CNAP-R by varying number of GNN
steps (depth of graph), and number of action bins (width of graph). The results were averaged over
100 episodes and 10 seeds.

Number of action bins
GNN Steps 5 10 15

1 20.32±53.13 63.41±37.89 26.21±46.44
2 25.33±47.08 34.49±47.77 17.15±46.26
3 19.23±54.19 43.61±46.16 18.99±44.69

A.3 Selected frames for MuJoCo tasks404

Swimmer: PPO

Swimmer: CNAP

Figure 5: Selected frames of two agents in Swimmer

As seen in Figure 5, CNAP could fold itself slightly faster than PPO Baseline in this episode and405

swam more quickly.406

HalfCheetah: PPO

HalfCheetah: CNAP

Figure 6: Selected frames of two agents in HalfCheetah

From Figure 6’s HalfCheetah task, we can see the agent instructed by PPO Baseline fell over quickly407

and never managed to turn it back. However, CNAP’s agent could balance well and kept running408

forward. This observation could support the higher average episodic rewards gained by CNAP agents409

than by PPO Baseline in Figure 3.410

Similarly, in Figure 7’s Humanoid task, PPO Baseline’s humanoid stayed stationary and lost balance411

quickly, while CNAP’s humanoid could walk forward in small steps. This observation aligned with412

the results in Figure 4 where the gain from CNAP was significant.413

Then we noticed that although in HumanoidStandup task, the quantitative performances between414

PPO Baseline and CNAP were similar, Figure 8 revealed some different results. Both agents did not415

manage to stand up, explaining why the episodic rewards were similar numerically. However, the416
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Humanoid: PPO

Humanoid: CNAP

Figure 7: Selected frames of two agents in Humanoid

HumanoidStandup: PPO

HumanoidStandup: CNAP

Figure 8: Selected frames of two agents in HumanoidStandup

PPO Baseline agent lost balance and fell back to the ground while the CNAP agent remained sitting,417

trying to get up. Therefore, the CNAP qualitatively performed better in this example.418
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